
  
 

Preparing for university Physics and Engineering 

1. One of the hardest subjects I had to complete on my physics course was the statistics modules in the first 

year. I was lucky and had covered it in maths A level however a lot of the other people on my course had 

not. I would recommend learning basic statistics of probability and how to calculate a standard deviation. 

There is a Cartoon Guide to Statistics that is on amazon and other online retailers for a low price that 

could help you in covering the basics again.  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Cartoon-Guide-Statistics-Larry-Gonick-

ebook/dp/B00SRYUW5O/ref=sr_1_1?crid=25K24H3TBUMU2&dchild=1&keywords=the+cartoon+guide+to+s

tatistics&qid=1587474161&sprefix=the+cartoon+guide+to+%2Caps%2C155&sr=8-1  

 

2. Taking this opportunity to read the large quantity of Physics based books that are available.  

 

 “A brief history of time” Stephen Hawking. 

 “Quantum Physics for Beginners: The Easy Guide to Learn Quantum Physics and the Theory of 

Relativity” by Cary Hanson 

 “The planets” By Professor Brian Cox and Andrew Cohen 

 “The Physics Book: Big Ideas Simply Explained” by DK and Jim Al-Khalili 

 “Astrophysics for People in a Hurry” by Neil deGrasse Tyson  

 “The Physics of Superheroes” by James Kakalios 

 “Just Six Numbers” by Martin Rees 

 “The Fifth Essence” by Lawrence Krauss 

 “In Search of Schrodinger's Cat” and “Schrodinger’s kittens” by John Gribbin  

 “How to teach Quantum Physics to your dog” by Chad Orzel 

 “Why does E=mc^2 ?” by Brian Cox and Jeff Forshaw 

 “Feynman Lectures In Physics (Vol I-III)” by Richard Feynman 

Also Warwick University are releasing some journals specifically for A level students. 

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/physics/outreach/journalclub/ 

3. If you have never completed any computer coding now might be the time to try some. Many of the 

telescopes need specific computer programs that you must code in lab time in order to run experiments 

with your specific variables. Amazon are currently running free coding courses using Python (which is 

slightly different to C++ which is used in the labs but will give you the basics of computer coding)  

https://www.amazonfutureengineer.co.uk/free-virtual-coding-programmes 

 

4. I would also recommend coursera (linked above). Looking at relativity, medical physics and particle physics 

first, as these areas were not covered by the Edexcel course and they are on some of the other courses. 

Some of the AQA additional topics such as turning points, medical physics and astrophysics have a wealth 

of revision materials online which would enhance your learning.  

https://www.coursera.org/learn/einstein-relativity 
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